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Abstract. Wikipedia is becoming a significant source of obtaining an immediate, to the
point and state of the art information about an entity like object, person, or topic. Being
an open source, anyone can edit the information anytime, that makes the Wikipedia un-
reliable. Though Wikipedia has its own mechanism for vetting the information by means
of splitting the resources into primary and secondary for cross referencing. However,
still there are several loopholes. Researchers spend time in collecting references that are
reliable and trusted to rely on and to build up their research. In this paper, Wikipedia
references classifier has been proposed to help the researcher searching process easier by
extracting and classifying the references from the XML files. The Wikipedia dump dataset
has been selected and it is stored as XML file after retrieval. In this paper, the proposed
approach is rule based approach for extracting the information by using the regular ex-
pressions. This application can extract the references and classify them based on their
type like whether it is reference to a book, website, journal, conference, or thesis. More-
over, it helps in classification of citations in terms of their relevance to the topic, year,
quartile, impact factor and other metrics. The evaluation of the proposed technique pos-
sesses 97.5% average accuracy.
Keywords: Wikipedia reference classifier, XML, Information extraction, Rule based

1. Introduction. Research is creative and intelligence work that increases knowledge
and adds value to a different area. Nowadays, the web has become the most common
source of information mining for ease of use and rapid response [1]. With this spread,
knowledge has grown greatly, and most of the information has become available in the
form of unorganized natural language documents in digital libraries, digital documents,
digital encyclopedias, and others. So, the need for methods to extract information from
natural languages or unstructured texts increased. Information mining techniques have
become an important research field. Text extraction is like data extraction, but it is aimed
at unstructured texts. Text extraction techniques can convert unstructured text into an
organized textual database. Our goal is to extract information in a meaningful way from
Wikipedia by means of classification. Following highlights study background.

Wikipedia is defined as a free electronic encyclopedia, and it is included under the
concept of open source. Wikipedia was launched in 2001 under the supervision of the
non-profit company called Wikimedia. The aim of its launch was to organize knowledge
and share information as it aims to create electronic encyclopedias in multiple languages
[2]. Wikipedia pages contain 250 languages, and articles in the English language are on-
ly a quarter of them. Wikipedia has emerged as an open source consisting of articles in
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various fields. The strength of Wikipedia is that it contains a huge collection of trusted
threads [3]. Therefore, Wikipedia has become one of the most visited websites on the
Internet, which can be useful for researchers and students of knowledge. Wikipedia pages
are written in the natural language to which methods of extracting information can be
applied. Obtaining a method for extracting information from Wikipedia in an organized
and fast way that will facilitate researchers in plenty of way for finding the consolidated
information and save their time and efforts. Information extraction is defined as the use
of computational methods to recognize relevant information in any text that is generated
for human use, and then convert the identified information into a representation that is
suitable for computer processing like storage and retrieval [4]. The input for information
extraction system is a collection of text documents (research papers, articles, web pages,
reports, resumes, and so on) and then the output is a representation for the related in-
formation that was extracted from the text document source. The goal for information
extraction system is to analyze free text and find relevant information in the form of
structured information [4]. Information extraction system can extract pre-specified types
of entities, relationships, or events to build more meaningful representation of its semantic
content. There are two generic types of information extraction system approaches, knowl-
edge engineering approach and machine learning approach. The knowledge engineering
strategy is applied to the construction of the grammar rules and to discovering the domain
patterns. However, for named entity recognition, prior training of the machine learning
algorithm is required [5].
Regular expressions also called as Regex or Regexp are a pattern rule for matching text

that are written in form of metacharacters, plain text or quantifiers. The regular expres-
sions are mainly used for finding patterns and replacing the matched pattern. Also, it
uses in extraction information from any text by searching of a specific search pattern. For
example, searching for a sequence of ASCII characters. Several programming languages
like Java, provide in built support to write the regular expressions for finding specific pat-
terns out of the provided text. There are tremendous applications of regular expressions
in various types of information extraction systems. Regular expressions have been utilized
in many other applications of information extraction such as from scientific documents,
email text, scientific reports, and variety of other documents to get the desired patterns.
As mentioned above, Wikipedia has a massive number of pages and articles. Thus, this
website could help researchers to have references for their research topic. Moreover, ref-
erences that researcher cite should be highly reliable so that their papers become more
powerful and logical. Hence, not all Wikipedia’s articles meet this requirement. Wikipedi-
a gives the authority to everyone to add and edit which makes Wikipedia’s articles less
reliable. Furthermore, looking into articles that could contain unreliable references could
waste researchers time and efforts. From that point, helping researchers in investigating
all Wikipedia’s articles reference and classify them based on categories (Web, Journal,
Thesis and Book). The use of information extraction technology facilitates this work and
cuts efforts.
In this paper the proposed method aims to use the technology information extraction

using the regular expression to extract all references for each article that was searched
and classified according to the category (Web, Book, Journal and Thesis). This infor-
mation is extracted from a database containing XML files. The proposed method would
facilitate the task for researchers and save their time. To help researcher to overcome this
problem, we are motivated by a vision of creating information extraction system which
can extract article references information like titles, authors, date accessed, and ISBN.
Then, the extracted information especially from the journal will be investigated again to
decide whether this reference is reliable or not. This will help Internet users, students,
and researchers by making their searching process easier and more accuracy and less time
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consuming. Also, the use of regular expression has two main advantages. First, the ex-
pression provides natural mechanism for domain user to provide domain knowledge of the
structure of the extracted entity. Second, by using the regular expression, it also gives
the opportunity to restrict the search space.

The structure of the rest of paper is as follows. Section 2 covers the literature review of
the most recent attempts and methods used in the field of information extraction. Section
3 provides the methodology and approaches. Section 4 shows and discusses the result.
Finally, Section 5 gives the conclusion and future work.

2. Literature Review. In [6], researchers are extracting text information from arti-
cles. The articles that have been used were collected from different resources: IEEE,
springer, Wiley, Science Direct, Cambridge and SAGE. They were focusing only on a
single term which is “Mobile Learning in Higher Education”. After retrieving the data,
it is saved into six different folders based on the article resource. Then, researchers ap-
plied two techniques: word cloud and word frequency. As a result, the word “Learning”
was the most frequent keyword from all the resources. Researchers in [7] have been fo-
cusing on extracting the biological information from scientific articles. The framework
was not only extracting the authors’ information but also getting into the body struc-
ture and the bibliography. The framework was extracting the scientific information by
dividing the articles into three sections. The first section is the metadata where they ex-
tract the title, author’s name, affiliation, and email. After that, structure section is where
they extract text from heading and body, URL, headings of the tables and figures, and
footnotes. Finally, the bibliography is where they extract citation and references. The
framework was implemented by python. This work was using two dataset: Google Scholar
and PubMed. The accuracies were 13% and 44%, respectively. In [8], authors presented
Wikipedia-based Open Extractor (WOE) technique. This is the first system that can
transfer information from collaboratively editing Wikipedia to learn an open information
extractor. This approach produces relation-specific training instances through comparing
Infobox attribute values and match them to the corresponding sentences. Then epitomize
these instances to relation separate training data to train an unlexicalized extractor, like
TextRunner. WOE is working in two styles, Conditional Random Field (CRF) extrac-
tor WOE (WOEˆpos), which is utilized in perfunctory features such as part-of-speech
(POS) tags, and pattern classifier (WOEˆparse), which is trained on dependency path
patterns. When it is adjusted to employ dependency-parse features, it gives higher ac-
curacy. They generated positive and negative training data using four various methods
and one learning algorithm, and then they compare the results with TextRunner’s result.
They conclude the following, (WOEˆpos) and TextRunner are equal in speed; however,
(WOEˆpos) gains higher F-measure with 18% and 34% percentage on three bulks. And
(WOEˆparse) reaches an F-measure higher than TextRunner with 72% and 91%, on the
other hand it is slower than TextRunner 30X times approximately, this is because it needs
more time for parsing. In [9], Miháltz developed a large-scale and reliable information
extraction system and implemented it on Wikipedia online encyclopedia, which can get
the information that is unreachable from the organized sections such as info boxes, ta-
bles, and category labels of the article pages. Using templates, or frames which contain
slots that match the entities that are in the given relation to process texts. The system
relies on natural language processing tools, for example, syntactic analyzing, and named
entity recognition. To evaluate the performance of the linguistic analysis and to explore
the potentials of the verb frame-based information extraction approach, they tested sys-
tem that uses hand-crafted extraction patterns, and they examined a technique to learn
extraction patterns automatically. The results indicated that while accuracy is compara-
ble for the approaches, they prefer the recall for different approaches. The experiments
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discovered that according to recall, manual patterns beat machine learning and automat-
ically extracted patterns; however, machine learning has superior recall compared with
automatically extracted patterns. The authors in [10] have proposed a method for ex-
tracting lack of information of one language by comparing native article with non-native
article in Wikipedia. The proposed system is dividing the articles into segments based
on the table of contents then comparing the similarity of multilingual Wikipedia articles
based on link graph and article structure. The results showed that the system can also
extract relevant passages of different articles from Wikipedia. In the research of [11] the
authors used Japanese Wikipedia XML dump files to propose method for extracting IsA
assertions which is hyponymy relations, Atlocation assertions like the information of an
object or place, LocatedNear assertions to inform neighboring location and Createdby as-
sertions to inform the creator of new object. The authors used Hyponymy extraction tool
that can make an analysis of definition, category, and hierarchy structures of Wikipedia
articles to extract [IsA, Atlocation, LocatedNear, Createdby] assertions and produce an
information-rich taxonomy. The results showed an effective precision achieved from ex-
tracted assertions. Researchers in [12] provided a method using Map-reduce to extract the
titles from large bibliographic datasets in XML format. They used two mapper functions:
one was sorted dataset based on year, and the second used to extract titles from a dataset
which sorted. They found the performance of the proposed approach presented quick, ef-
ficient, and highly scalable titles extraction by using Hadoop Map-reduce compared with
regular XML parsing without Map-reduce. Authors in [13] proposed a technique to ex-
tract the citations from google scholar and PubMed datasets. The scheme was better in
form of information extraction in general but suffered from low accuracy in certain areas.
In [14], authors proposed an ontological information extraction approach to extract the
data from published scholarly articles of various societies [15]. The scheme was promising
in terms of accuracy and eventually the information was stored in digital library [16,17].
Authors in [18], extracted the table of contents from the PDF books using the regular
expression, originally motivated by [19]. Similarly, a technique for multilabel classifica-
tion of computer science papers was presented in [20] by exploiting the references of the
papers. The scheme was promising in terms of article classification; however, information
extraction was not in the scope of the scheme. Also, several other schemes have been
presented in the literature in classification in various fields [21-30].

3. Proposed Wikipedia Reference Classification. This paper aims to extract the
references type and their details that have been used in Wikipedia articles. This paper
proposed an application to extract Wikipedia reference information by using regular ex-
pression. Following steps are carried out in this study.

3.1. Data collection. The dataset used in this paper is not structured data, instead it
is semi-structured. Semi-structured data means that the data used do not conform to the
formal data structure model related with relational database. However, it still contains
tags and indicators to separate and identify semantic elements. This section provides a
detailed description of the dataset used. Wikipedia dumps dataset contains all Wikipedia
articles and their revisions represented in an XML file. Data are identified using tags and
formatted as shown in Figure 1. Similarly, Figure 2 shows the sample reference format in
the dump file.
Table 1 connects each tag in the Wikipedia reference dump XML file along with its

description.

3.2. Rules-based matching. As shown in the previous subheading, the dataset that
has been used in this paper is an XML file. The proposed application works as follows.
First, the user is asked whether to enter specific subject to search for its related article
or to extract all the information from the XML file. In case the user entered a specific
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Figure 1. XML format file

Figure 2. XML references format

Table 1. XML file tags and their meaning

Tag Description
<page></page> Contain the whole article.
<title></title> Contain the title of this article.
<revision></revision> Contain the revision identifier of this article.
<timestamp></timestamp> Contain the timestamp this revision added.
<contributor></contributor> Contain the user who added this revision.
<comments> </comments> Contain any comment the user added to the revision.
<text></text> Contain the contents of this article.

subject, the proposed work will extract the information like the title, and author name.
Then, the result will be classified based on their type. If there were no references for the
subject that was entered by the user, it will display “No reference found” message. All
the references are presented between the text tag as full sentence starting with “{{” and
ending with “}}” and between each element “|” separated them and Figure 2 illustrates
the format. To extract the information needed from the tag, the matching methods are
listed in Table 2.

4. Results and Discussion. In this paper, the result section is divided into sections.
The first section is about type of information being extracted while the analyses are
performed in the second section. The proposed method will extract Title, Author, URL,
Publisher, ISBN, Date, Journal, Page, etc. The second section is where the application
will classify the references based on their type that weather it is thesis, book, website,
or journal. Figure 3 to Figure 5 show the extracted references information result based
on each category reference. Figure 3 represents web reference result where a website
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Table 2. Matching method for extracting information

Section Regular expression

Journal
(?:\\{\\{\\s∗(?i)cite
journal\\b[ˆ|]∗|\\G(?!ˆ))(?=[ˆ}]∗}})\\|([ˆ=]+)=([ˆ|}]+)*|\\s"

Book
(?:\\{\\{\\s∗(?i)cite
book\\b[ˆ|]∗|\\G(?!ˆ))(?=[ˆ}]∗}})\\|([ˆ=]+)=([ˆ|}]+)*|\\s"

Web
(?:\\{\\{\\s∗(?i)cite
web\\b[ˆ|]∗|\\G(?!ˆ))(?=[ˆ}]∗}})\\|([ˆ=]+)=([ˆ|}]+)*|\\s"

Thesis
(?:\\{\\{\\s∗(?i)cite
thesis\\b[ˆ|]∗|\\G(?!ˆ))(?=[ˆ}]∗}})\\|([ˆ=]+)=([ˆ|}]+)*|\\s"

Figure 3. Web reference result

Figure 4. Book reference result

Figure 5. Journal reference result
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Figure 6. Missing reference

was cited in the Wikipedia text. Figure 4 and Figure 5 represent the citations related to
book and journals, respectively. Based on this extracted information, the citation is then
classified to resultant category of the citation. This not only helps in categorization but
also integrity of the reference and date of publishing can be obtained. The title, source
URL and publisher information can be used for authentication. Moreover, the proposed
scheme will notify if there are no references for the topic that entered by the user for the
given Wikipedia page, as shown in Figure 6. This information can be used as the page is
relatively new and less information is found, and this page has less reliability in terms of
the information contained.

Analysis of the result. To evaluate the proposed methods, several articles pages have
been analyzed to extract the references in each page. The regular expression patterns are
carefully carved to extract relevant most type of information out the given Wikipedia
page. In this experiment, in total, 264 references were successfully extracted and then
classified as: Book: 105, Web: 76, Journal: 82, Thesis: 1 reference, respectively.

Moreover, the proposed work was evaluated by considering 80% Wikipedia dataset
pages for training and 20% pages for testing purpose. Table 3 shows the accuracy for
each information type of extracted information. Relatively low accuracy was observed
for the author name that is considered as a challenge in many approaches; however,
still 84% is considerable accuracy. The average accuracy was 97.5%. Further, Table 4
shows a comparison between the proposed work in this paper and in [13] where authors
tried to extract citation and reference information from two different dataset which are
Google Scholar and PubMed. Table 4 shows the accuracy comparison. Moreover, authors
in [13] extract only journal references and from the journal authors extracted URL of the
reference and number of citations. Table 5 shows another comparison of what type or
volume of information was extracted from each paper and the proposed scheme extracts
more type and volume of information in contrast to the scheme in [13].

Table 3. Accuracy of the proposed approach

Extracted information Accuracy for training Accuracy for testing
Title 100% 100%

Author name 84% 80%
Publisher 99% 99%
URL 100% 100%

Journal 100% 100%
ISBN 99% 100%

Access date 100% 100%
Page 100% 100%
Total 98.5% 97.5%
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Table 4. Accuracy comparison

Dataset Accuracy
Google Scholar [13] 44%

PubMed [13] 13%
Proposed work 97.5%

Table 5. Extracted comparison

Section [13] Proposed work
Title No Yes

Author name No Yes
URL Yes Yes

Publisher No Yes
ISBN No Yes

Access date No Yes
Journal No Yes
Page No Yes

No. of citation Yes No

5. Conclusion. Information extraction provides a better representation of the massive
information that could give more meanings of the data. This paper proposed a technique
that uses the rule-based approach to extract the required references information from a
Wikipedia Reference dump dataset available in the XML files format. The dataset consists
of several Wikipedia web pages and 264 references in total, where 105 references were from
the book category, 76 references were from web category and 82 references were from the
journal category and one from the thesis category. The proposed scheme achieved 97.5%
average accuracy for all the references type. For future work, the proposed scheme can be
enhanced by including the intelligent approaches such as [31-35]. Moreover, the extracted
information (reference) can be further classified based on the reputation and/or indexing
of the reference type in say Web of Science and Scopus etc. That will help categorize the
Wikipedia page being more or less trusted. Moreover, based on the references the topic
can be further classified and/or labeled.
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